
Extremely powerful, yet simple solution to 
seamlessly unlock the potential of Public 
Sector Data.

G8CC: A Data Platform.









G8CC provides the opportunity to reduce ongoing costs within a flexible and agile foundation. It delivers a 

secure, collaborative and engaging foundation for employees using structured information, reducing risk 

and delivering faster, better outcomes. The solution empowers decision makers to make better decisions 

faster on more and higher quality knowledge.

When compared with other solutions like Integration Platforms as a Service (iPaaS), Enterprise Service Bus 

(ESB) and custom integration, it provides a genuine break from the past that creates a solid, coherent 

and secure foundation for the future. 

G8CC will provide a secure, governed, collaborative, engaging and coherent view across 

structured information within the organisation. 

Summary.







Simple Answer.

A software platform and tool-kit that 'Makes IT Simple' to deliver
user-centric, collaborative, personalised structured IT systems.

These systems can be deployed on cloud services such as Azure, AWS, IBM 
Cloud, UK Cloud or other Cloud IaaS providers.

It's work within your current strategy and makes the delivery of personalised 
solution simple. 

What our solution is







Case Study (Private Sector)

Hills of Botley achieved a 3058% ROI in their first year of use.

A Hampshire business gained a 3058% return on 
its investment with G8CC. It achieved this by 
eliminating data replication and manipulation. 
This reduced costs and gained a streamlined 
understandable, productive data management 
system.  All this within a fully customised Private 
Software as a Service (SaaS) environment in  
local data centre

They generated a 3058 % first year Return on 
Investment (ROI) all by having 'Better Data'. 
Hills of Botley run two vastly different services, 
they have a Commercial Property portfolio and an 
Abnormal Load Escort service. Both services 
share client’s data as customers or suppliers. Hills 
looked to GARNET8 Collaboration Clouds to 
enable a customised and streamlined data 
management system, to drive financial savings 
and increase productivity.

G8CC has transformed this via a unique data-
driven architecture, within a customised 
platform.  A ‘Digital Paper Clip’ to eliminate the 
paper trial.  Hills gained a service that  allowed 
them to generate new  processes that facilitated 
the streamlining of information across the entire 
business.  'Better Data' delivering a true benefit 
to all. 

GARNET8 were able to support Hills prepare their 
change as they developed a simple flowchart 
documenting the flow of data and the needs of 
the fields within the forms.  The Apps that were 
created for Hills private SaaS took less than 3 
hours to prepare.  GARNET8 delivered the 
customised service and Hills where using the 
system within a single day. 

GCC enabled Hills to gain 'Better Data' and 
allowed them to focus on their needs. 







Our Solution is designed to mirror the structure of your 
organisation. 









What you will need to configure a platform. 

GARNET8 Account (accounts.garnet8.co.uk)

Infrastructure via Virtual Machine (VM) within a cloud provider (Azure, AWS, 

IBM Cloud, UK Cloud...) 

Public IP Address to route traffic to.

Sub Domain. (e.g. g8cc.yourdomain.org)

[Optional] SSL Certificate or use Let-Encrypt which is built into the platform.

[Optional] Encryption Key or the service will generate one for you. 

Configuring your first service







 
Contact Details:                                                                      

Person: Chris Cook.                                                                     
Email: chris.cook@garnet8.co.uk                                                    
Mobile: 07500 889 110.                                                             
Office: 01489 559 540.                                                               
LinkedIn: https://uk.linkedin.com/in/chris-cook-62215551              

Twitter: @Garnet8Ltd                                                                

GARNET8's Mission.                                                     

Is to 'Make Information Technology Simple', enabling        
Government Departments and Businesses of all sizes to    
'Save Time and Money'.                                                             

Our mission empowers them to focus on their                     
organisations information needs.                                            
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